Restoring A Colonial Roof

By Jane Freeman, Brimfield, Mass.

In the process of restoring our Colonial house we made lots of friends and learned many interesting bits of information—we also made our share of mistakes! A few years ago when I heard about "restoration" I didn't know what it entailed. But now after working on our own house, I know exactly what it means.

Restoring a house takes a tremendous amount of patience. You must truly love what you're doing, otherwise the whole project could turn into a nightmare. The restoration of a house is also a learning experience for everyone involved; it soon becomes a living history lesson on the building techniques of our forefathers.

The main structure of our house was probably built between 1750-1800. Our mason agreed with our dating because the fireplaces showed signs of Early American construction: There were very thin mortar joints in the fireplaces, and narrow handmade bricks were used in building the chimney and three fireplaces.

The reroofing of our Colonial house turned out to be more of a project than we imagined. We had previously inspected the hand-hewn rafters in the attic and they appeared solid. The roof itself seemed to be in good condition (no leaks) though it was covered with seven layers of roofing paper.

We had planned to remove the paper, cover the roof with 1/2 in. plywood, and then shingle it. But when we removed the paper, the condition of the roof was much worse than we'd thought. Tearing away the last paper lay-(Continued on page 92)
Mansard Elegance
Brought Back
In St. Louis

By Michael G. Reynierse

On the 27th of May, 1896 a disastrous tornado smashed through St. Louis, Missouri, causing terrible damage and loss of life. Among the hardest hit neighborhoods was the stately Lafayette Square district. The first public park west of the Mississippi River, the 30-acre Lafayette Park had for several decades attracted many of St. Louis' prominent citizens to its surrounding residential boulevards and private places. In its heyday wealthy St. Louis manufacturers and businessmen, as well as congressmen, senators, and cabinet officers called Lafayette Square home.

Even though changing architectural tastes and new, grander residential developments in the suburbs had been luring the fashion-conscious from the area for several years, the awesome destruction left in the great cyclone's wake precipitated an accelerated decline in the neighborhood's fortunes which was only halted in the late 1960's.

While almost all of the damaged and destroyed homes were rebuilt, a number of buildings were reconstructed in a somewhat abbreviated form, with storm-damaged upper stories omitted. Many residents, discouraged by the devastation of trees and plantings, never returned, relegating their truncated townhouses to rooming-house status. Thus the too-familiar pattern of urban decay became established in Lafayette Square.

In the latter half of the 1960's, after suffering years of abuse and neglect, Lafayette Square received its first wave of restorationists. Like old-house lovers elsewhere, these urban pioneers saw not squalid, derelict rooming houses, but grand, ornate mansions whose solid construction and elaborate detailing, long absent from new housing, were available at bargain prices.

Tom and Lynne Keay possessed this special kind of perception, and like most of Lafayette Square's current residents, they were hooked on the neighborhood from their first visit. In the spring of 1970 they bought a two-storey, eight-room townhouse which had been originally built in 1877 for the celebrated steamboat pilot, Horace Bixby. It now housed eight tenants in five "apartments," each with its own sink, stove, and refrigerator. In spite of the usual rooming house desecrations the building had suffered, many vestiges of its elegant origins remained. Though damaged, much of the original ornamental plaster-mouldings were still in place, and five marble mantelpieces survived.

Originally the two parlors had had matching white marble mantels with cameo cartouches. The Keays nearly cried when the former owner told them that the one in the second parlor had been removed only recently. "The
The Keay home is on the left, shown prior to reconstruction of the third floor.

This photo shows the Keay home after completion of the third storey addition.

tenants who rented this room had another baby," Tom recalled, "and to make extra room, they smashed the fireplace with a sledge hammer and threw the pieces out of the window. The floor space gained was only about 5 ft. x 10 in. It just made us sick."

FORTUNATELY A SUITABLE, though unmatched, mantel was found at a nearby wrecking site. Other mantelpieces throughout the house had to be stripped of numerous coats of drab rooming house paint.

THE KEAYS, LIKE MANY OTHER restorationists, proceeded on a room-by-room basis, with rate of progress dictated by their time, energy, and resources. The birth of their son, Nathan, in 1973 altered their priorities somewhat. "During the roaming house years," Lynne explained, "our stair railing had been replaced by a fire wall which divided the hall and provided separate entrances for the tenants of each floor.

A Necessary Stair Rail

WE DISMANTLED THE WALL soon after moving in, but didn't get around to replacing the railing until Nathan started walking. Our relatives and friends were aghast at the thought of him climbing up and down all those stairs with no banister. And frankly, we were, too." Tom was able to salvage the now handsomely installed walnut handrail and balusters from a house that had burned, and a cousin who is a professional carpenter provided the expertise required to put it all together.

BY THE FALL of 1975 the Keays had the first floor nearly completed, with only cosmetic repairs undone on the second floor. Their home, after five years of hard work, was one of the showplaces of the Lafayette Square Historic District. But one thing plagued the Keays, and would not allow them to be content with their nearly finished restoration. They wanted a third floor. Theirs had been one of the houses rebuilt after the 1896 tornado without replacing its ruined third storey.

"AFTER MUCH AGONIZING," Tom explained, "we decided it's now or never. It wasn't a question of needing the space—we didn't, obviously. It was purely a matter of aesthetics. Our friends, mostly old-house people, thought it was great. Our relatives thought we were crazy."

Help With The Design

HAVING MADE UP THEIR MINDS to replace their third floor after a nearly 80-year absence, the Keays sought the help of the Renaissance Design Group, a partnership of young architects and carpenters who lived in the neighborhood, which specialized in restoration work. Together the Keays and RDG decided to build a mansard shell, rather than following the original design which extended the structure's masonry walls upward another storey.

THE NEW THIRD STOREY, like the original, would cover only the front half of the house. Aside from being much cheaper to build, the mansard style was judged to be more in harmony with neighboring houses. The mansard treatment also stood a better chance for approval by the City Landmarks Commission, whose O.K. is required before building permits can be issued for any construction in the city's historic districts.

"THE HEARINGS, PAPERWORK, and red tape weren't as bad as we expected," Lynne said. "But we were almost turned down because of the distance between our house and the neighbor's. We were within an inch of the minimum space allowed for new construction by the building code."

PERMIT IN HAND AT LAST, work began in early November, 1975. Though not the best time of the year to tear the roof off, the Keays were optimistic. Optimism turned to excitement during the first day of work, when under the roof, workers discovered the original third storey flooring intact. "The thresholds for the doors were there, the marble hearthstones were there, even the rush carpeting was still there," Lynne said, her excitement still evident.
The entry hall of the Keays' home recalls the elegance of Lafayette Park as it was in its heyday.

A gracious and lovely front parlor has been re-created from boarding house ruin. Original mantel has cameo cartouche.

**Sun Deck At Rear**

**Mansard Blends In**

WHILE APPROPRIATE period detailing was required for the front and side elevations, a sun deck was planned for the rear portion of the addition. The design for the deck necessitated removal of a portion of the original flooring so that additional structural members could be incorporated.

AFTER THE MANSARD SHELL was completed, interior work proceeded without serious problems. The Keays believe that the construction of their new third floor was in many ways easier than much of the restoration work in their original rooms.

"NOT ONLY WAS THERE LESS TRASH to get rid of, it was cleaner trash, too. It wasn't necessary to undo or tear out anything before we could add something new. And since we started from scratch, we didn’t have to worry about accidentally damaging something we wanted to save, while getting rid of what we didn’t want."

SO WELL DOES THE NEW slate-clad mansard blend with its neighbors, that newcomers to the neighborhood are frequently shocked to learn of its recent origins. Visitors are equally impressed by the attractive contemporary interior and the view of the St. Louis skyline from the rear deck.

ONE OF THE MOST daring and ambitious restoration projects yet undertaken in the Lafayette Square Historic District, the Keays' now-complete townhouse has attracted considerable acclaim. In addition to receiving the 1976 St. Louis Beautification Award for that year's most noteworthy residential renovation, the bank that financed the third floor construction included a photograph of the Keay home in their 1976 annual report to illustrate its interest in urban revitalization. But perhaps the best compliment is imitation. At least one other family in the area plans to rebuild their home's long-missing third storey in the near future.
Coping With A Small Bathroom

By Dan Diehl, Atwater, Ohio

Prior to the mid-1890s—and as late as 1920 in rural areas—most houses were originally constructed without the benefit of indoor plumbing. When toilet facilities were finally installed they were usually stuck in any cranny available: A closet, summer kitchen, side porch, or as in the case of my 1894 farmhouse in Ohio, in an area walled off from an existing room.

I was faced with turning this tiny area into a respectable period bathroom. The room is 4-1/2 feet wide and just over ten feet long. The bath had been installed in 1941 so the fixtures were of relatively modern design. Since I definitely wanted to install a shower, I decided to leave the modern tub in place and concentrate on the remainder of the room to provide the proper Victorian appearance.

The toilet was wedged between the hand-basin and a boxed-in soil pipe that led to the second-storey bath (which was a former linen closet.) To avoid major plumbing work, I put the new toilet in the same place. Only the wall—4-1/2 feet long, opposite the tub, remained for decorative treatment, and I opted to fill the entire wall with a built-in vanity.

Constructing The Base Cabinet

To construct the vanity’s lower cabinet, I used the room’s 8-inch high mop-board (baseboard) for the sides and back of the framework, and fitted an 8-inch board across the front to complete the base. On top of this 8-inch high box-frame I nailed a piece of 5/8-inch plywood, overhanging the front edge by 2-1/2 inches to form a kick space. This provided the floor of the cabinet. To frame in the sides I simply nailed 1”x4” pine boards vertically and horizontally to the walls in the cabinet space.

Next I fashioned the panel doors and frames, a procedure perhaps too tricky for first-timers. The actual design of the cabinet should be fitted to individual needs. I constructed double doors to the left under the sink, and two drawers to the right (installed while the toilet was out.)

Wainscot And Vanity

After the base cabinet was roughed-in, wainscotting was fitted on all walls except in the tub stall. These walls I fitted with “Marlite” plastic-laminate waterproof panels. As wainscot I used cedar tongue-and-groove porch ceiling lumber in the style which is sometimes referred to as the pot-latch pattern (see diagram.) I removed the mop-board’s decorative cap-strip before installing the cedar boards, so that I could seat the wainscotting down flush on the mop-board.

Beginning in a relatively plumb corner, I fastened the boards to the walls with B.F. Goodrich PL-200 adhesive (panelling cement), and where possible nailed them to studs with 8-D finishing nails. As the boards are tongue-and-grooved, they hold their position while the glue is drying. For the part of the wainscotting that went around the sides and back of the vanity I used strips of tongue-and-groove board 5-feet long, as opposed to the 4-foot lengths on the other walls.

All along the top of the wainscotting, including the high vanity back, I installed 1-1/2-inch rafter moulding (cut down from 2-inch) and topped this with 2-inch wide nosing. (See sketches) This nosing may have to be custom-made, although it can occasionally be found at a well-stocked lumber yard. (Ed. note: Similar wainscot cap mouldings are available as
BECAUSE OF THE PROXIMITY of the toilet to the vanity I had positioned the hand-basin (a salvage item from a demolition site) off-center. The open area to the right of the sink became an excellent place to build a small medicine chest. The chest is 6-inches deep and 12 inches wide, with the top and bottom boards made from 1"x8" pine. I extended them 6 inches beyond the chest to form extra shelf space. Two spindles were used to connect the chest to the vanity counter and overhead shelf. (I found these spindles in my attic; they match the hall staircase spindles.) The overhead shelf is just a pine 1"x12" cut to length and supported by quarter-round. The corner brackets were attached to the shelf before it was installed and then they were toe-nailed to the wainscoting. Now we were ready to apply finish.

BEFORE INSTALLING THE WAINSCOTTING, I had given it all a coat of thinned-down cedar color stain. I used this to darken the wood to match the natural aging in the existing pine woodwork in the rest of the house. (Try out your finishing process on scrap lumber first:)

SINCE THE PINE in the house was originally colored with orange shellac, I decided to follow suit in the bathroom. I applied the thinned down stain to the rest of the cabinetwork. Next came two coats of 3-pound orange shellac, then finally a coat of urethane. I find that mixing gloss-finish and satin-finish urethane in equal parts produces a low luster which approximates the look of aged varnish. This procedure was used on the wainscoting and the cabinetwork, with only a coat of urethane applied to the mop-board.
EVEN IF COLOR-MATCHING is unnecessary, I would recommend a coat of white shellac as a sealant, and urethane as a final sealer against water.

A Victorian Effect

TO GIVE THE CABINETWORK a sufficiently fancy look I added small gallery work around the shelves. The spindles were ordered from Minnesota Woodworkers Supply (OHJ Catalog.) I made the small top rail from a cardboard template, cutting it out on a jigsaw and using a router on the edges. (Traditionally the railing would have been steam-bent.) The spindles were finished before final assembly.

SINCE THE COST of reproduction spigots is outrageously high, I bought a pair of conventional chrome-plated spigots and took them to a plating shop, where the plating was removed and a high-quality brass plating put on. I fitted these with a pair of porcelain teardrop handles from an antique shop. The large oval mirror was rescued from an old dresser, refinished, and attached to the wall with brass screws.

I RELATED THE FINAL DECORATION to the scarlet carpet in the adjoining library, and to the two light fixtures with their painted roses (a junk shop find.) I carried the carpeting on into the bathroom. Wallpaper with red rose clusters on a cream background complements fixtures and carpet. The ceiling is painted cream. Finally, I refinished and installed a salvaged wooden toilet seat.

Window Shades Reduce Heat Loss

OLD FASHIONED WINDOW SHADES can be an effective aid in reducing heat loss during the cold months. Shades can prevent the escape of as much as 31 percent of the heat usually lost through windows. Shades are more than four times more effective than venetian blinds and lined draperies which reduce heat loss by 6 to 7 percent.

ENERGY RESEARCHERS know that three to four times more energy is lost by radiation through the glass than by leaks through cracks around the sash. In winter, heat from the interior is passed to the outdoors through the glass; in summer the sun's heat enters the house.

IN WINTER, shades should be drawn to the sill in early morning, evening and night when the temperatures are the lowest and raised during the sunny part of the day.

IN THE HOT WEATHER, reverse the procedure to keep the room cool, because shades are also helpful in blocking out the sun's radiant heat.

PARTICULARLY GOOD for warm weather are the type of shades sold as "room-darkeners." They are made of heavier plastic or other material and block sunlight from entering the room.

FOR MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY, shades should be mounted as close as possible to the frame of the window, with only a quarter-inch clearance left along the shade's vertical sides.
ers, we found that the roof boards were rotten and had to be replaced. Then, removing the decayed boards, we uncovered several rotted rafters as well.

WE WERE TRULY SURPRISED to find this condition since the rafters had appeared quite firm when inspected from inside the attic; it was the flat surface of the rafters, right underneath the roof boards, which had started to rot. Although it was not yet seriously decayed, as long as the roof was open we decided to make all needed repairs.

WE SET OUT TO FIND roof boards and replacement rafters. We could have gone to a lumberyard, but we'd heard that lumber was less expensive at a saw mill. We purchased the rafters and the boards at one of the local mills for a fraction of the regular cost— if you live near an area where there are saw mills, I urge you to make use of them. Buying most of our lumber at the mill kept the cost of our restoration minimal. And when you inevitably need odd-sized lumber, it can be custom-cut at your local mill.

OUR NEXT STEP was to reinforce the roof rafters. The original rafters were hand hewn from hemlock timbers, so we decided they should be saved for their aesthetic and historical value. These original rafters were reinforced, but not replaced, with new timbers running parallel to them. The building's antique framework thus stayed intact.

The Chimney Rebuilt

WE PLANNED TO ENLARGE the size of the chimney as it came through the roof. Researching our house's history, we had discovered that it was originally a one-storey building that was later expanded to two storeys. The chimney was never enlarged, but was extended from the original one. As you can see in the first photo, the chimney was very narrow and seemed incongruous.

THE OLD CHIMNEY WAS DISMANTLED down to three feet above the attic floor. At this point we could look right down the chimney flue, which had accumulated a lot of soot. We cleaned the chimney, and then returned to the brick-cleaning and rebuilding.

OUR MASON STRONGLY ADVISED that for safety the chimney should be repaired. The fireplaces and chimney were originally put together using a clay mixture instead of the mortar we know today. We were told that some of this clay should be replaced with new mortar. (We used "Ironclad" mortar cement, which contains lamp-black and helps in matching the mortar color.) Bricks taken from the upper portion of the chimney had to be cleaned of the remaining clay-mortar. We simply used a hatchet to scrape away the clay, which had become very dry and crumbly with age.

THE NEW CHIMNEY WAS REBUILT from the attic floor up, gradually widening as it got nearer the ridge-pole, as my drawing shows. We re-used the hand-made bricks from the original chimney, which were narrow and plain-faced. Additional bricks were uncovered behind the barn; it might have been the site of a smokehouse which had been dismantled. Most of the bricks used in building the larger chimney were discovered on the premises, or had been saved from the original one. The bricks that we did have to buy through the mason were salvaged from the dismantling of an old building nearby. No new bricks were used in our masonry projects, since we felt that modern bricks would detract from the antique appearance of the house.
Reroofing With Wood Shingles

In the beginning of our restoration project, no one gave much thought to what type of roof covering we would use. I think we all assumed we'd use asphalt shingles, which are extensively employed in the building profession. It was not until some time later, while discussing our particular needs with a builder, that we considered using wood shingles.

Although wood shingles are becoming popular again, they're still hard to find at lumberyards. We were advised to look for white cedar shingles, recommended for their durability. We had heard about a local man who made his own pine shingles. We thought we might compromise and use his hand-made pine ones, until we found his price was twice that of the few lumberyards that did carry pine shingles.

Next we turned to a discount yard in Connecticut. (See Box) Much to our delight this yard carried white cedar shingles at the most reasonable price we'd found.

Here we really came to appreciate the family truck. In order to get the material at the low price we had to haul it ourselves. We've found that a pick-up truck becomes a necessity during the course of a large restoration or any rehabilitation project, whether to carry debris to the dump, or to pick up building supplies. Owning our own truck was another major money-saver.

The initial expense and labor involved in laying wood shingles is greater than with asphalt roofing. We were fortunate that my brother learned the roofing method and did most of the roofing. (See OHJ August 1977 and May 1978 for details on laying wood shingles.) Laying wood shingles is a relatively slow process which can get expensive, done by a professional roofer. Before we started our restoration we all agreed that we would do as much of the work ourselves as possible. Our situation was uniquely fortunate: the carpenters that guided us through our various projects were our cousins. They were a great resource, always answering our questions and helping us avoid mistakes.

In all cases it's important to have open communication of ideas between owner and tradesperson if you want to be satisfied with the outcome. We hired as few professional people as possible, the only ones being the carpenters and the helpful mason who did the fireplace and chimney work. Otherwise we've done the work ourselves.

But despite the initial expense, we were pleased to learn that wood shingles last about five times longer than asphalt. Also, many fire-insurance companies no longer charge higher premiums for wood-shingled houses. And once they have weathered to their natural silver-grey color, they lend an air of colonial charm and authenticity to the house which would be lost with modern roofing methods.

By having wood shingles on your home, its resale value is increased (about $2000.00 in our area.) I strongly encourage home-owner/restorers to use white cedar shingles as an excellent investment which also greatly enhances the appearance of a Colonial home.

Shingle Source

The white cedar shingles the author used were obtained from:

Brewster's Lumberyard
211 Murphy Road
Hartford, CT 06110
(203) 549-4800

Delivery can be arranged, and they will ship for longer distances. Please call manager Harold McAnaugh for shipping charges and other details. Brewster's is also located in Milford, CT.

After restoration—the clapboards are now painted brick red as they were originally.
PEELING PROBLEMS ON STRIPPED SHUTTERS

Several readers have reported paint peeling problems with woodwork that had been dip-striped—similar to the problem described in the letter from Sandra Bergmann in the January issue (pg. 2). The problem seems especially acute in exterior shutters. Many readers have called and written with their own analysis and solutions for this vexing condition. The variety of responses showed that there is much greater agreement about what causes the problem than there is about what to do to cure it.

The problem, in a nutshell, is this: Most dip-tank operators use an alkaline solution. This alkaline chemical is supposed to be totally neutralized before the stripped wood is given back to the customer. But it doesn't always work out that way. For whatever reason, sometimes the wood comes back with some of the alkaline chemical still down in the pores of the wood. This residual chemical can cause severe paint peeling in an exterior environment.

The problem seems more pronounced for exterior wood than interior wood. There are probably two reasons for this: (1) Exterior wood has often become more porous because of weathering and thus will absorb more chemicals; (2) The presence of moisture in the outdoor environment accelerates the action of any residual alkaline stripping chemical on the new paint.

What To Do

Here are a number of ways to deal with this problem. The solutions the readers reported to us fall into three basic categories: (1) Use a different paint stripping system rather than dipping; (2) Do some extra neutralizing; (3) Use sealers to try to isolate any residual chemicals from the new paint.

Sandra Bergmann, after considerable research for her company (Richard Bergmann Architects), reports the following conclusions:

(1) On any paint stripping project on exterior shutters, they now burn paint off, followed by a chemical paint & varnish remover to get any paint residue in corners and grooves. Burning paint off with a flame tool is a safe practice as long as the wood being stripped has been removed from the building so there's no danger of setting the structure on fire.

(2) On the shutters that had already been dipped and were peeling, the shutters were dipped again to remove the new paint that was failing. (The rationale for dipping again was that the damage had already been done.) After removal of the peeling paint, and trying to make sure that the wood was neutralized as completely as possible, the shutters were then dipped in wood preservative ("Wood Life"). After the preservative had dried, the shutters were coated with an Olympic pigmented stain rather than paint. Sandra reports that this treatment has held up well so far.

Other Answers

Marta McBride Galicki, Architectural Historian for the Vieux Carre Commission in New Orleans, reports this solution for the same problem: "We have successfully dealt with the problem of leaching on exterior shutters by advising property owners to rehang the shutters after commercial stripping so that they may weather for one year. After that time, a wood preservative can be applied and the shutters painted without peeling problems."

Rhonda Broadnax, Ila, Ga., reports that tung oil can act as an effective sealer, helping paint to adhere to stripped wood. And David M. Doody of Wilmington, Del., wrote in to say that washing stripped wood with a solution of vinegar and water after it comes back from the stripping shop can help neutralize any residual alkaline material.

Rick Mordwin, proprietor of Poor Richards Furniture Co. in Montclair, N.J. reports that a proper sealer is necessary before painting exterior shutters that have been dip-stripped. Rick, who has operated a stripping service for over 10 years, says that for sealers he has found both "Enamelac" and "Bins" satisfactory. Both products function both as primers and bleeding inhibitors—they will prevent old stains from bleeding through to the top coat of paint.

Enamelac, which is essentially a pigmented shellac, is cut 50-50 with alcohol to achieve good penetration of the first coat. Second coat is applied directly from the can—followed by two coats of exterior trim enamel.

Rick also notes that the stripping business has attracted quite a few inexperienced people who haven't mastered all the tricks of the trade. Before entrusting any wood to a commercial stripping service, he says, you should look for either:

(1) A company that has been in business for a long time; or,

(2) A company that is part of an established franchise chain. The franchise operations have standardized chemicals and procedures that make mishaps less likely.
When the skylight is over a stairwell, it can create a chimney effect and allow hot air to escape at the top of the house—thus pulling cooler air in at the bottom of the house through open lower windows.

In my own house I have designed a vent from the attic into the skylight that I open in the summer. This has enabled us to keep the temperature on the second floor almost as cool as the ground floor because the hot air in the attic is allowed to escape.

Another design feature of old houses are the transom windows over doorways, which usually are movable. These should be open in summer and will allow pleasant breezes to pass through the house. When the transom is over bedroom doors, it allows you to keep the door closed for privacy and still have ventilation in the room.

Although the ceiling fan was used most often in commercial installations, this form of ventilation also aids dramatically in creating a pleasant summer environment, usually be hung without any problem from the fixture outlet that exists in the center of most rooms.

The problem of swirl marks can be dealt with by following the use of a rotary sander with a straight-line or orbital sander. This, of course, is an extra step which makes the job longer—and more expensive if a contractor is being used. The problem of removing too much wood can be eliminated by using a clapboard sanding jig. I believe Rockwell makes one.

There are also some safety considerations. The edge of the disk of sandpaper will tend to catch under loose clapboards. In extreme situations, this could cause an operator to be thrown from a ladder. Also, I would recommend a dust mask. The dust of old lead-based paint found on most old houses is definitely a health hazard.

I might also add a comment about ladders. "A"-frame ladders should never be used in the closed position leaning against a wall. They are not designed for that purpose and are likely to kick out.
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**Victorian Mill Work**

**Silverton Victorian Mill**

Silverton Victorian Mill has a large stock of architectural mill work available in pine, redwood or oak.

Along with the standard moulding shapes, there are decorative corner and base blocks, door and window casing assemblies, eight decorative siding styles, running gingerbread ornament and exterior brackets.

Replacement window sash in a variety of muntin arrangements and storm doors and windows can be made up to your specifications.

Especially interesting are three stock doors in Victorian styles. All items are illustrated in a 32-page catalog.

To get the catalog, send $2.00 to: Silverton Victorian Mill Works, Dept. OHJ, Box 523, Silverton, Colorado 81433. Telephone: (303) 387-5716.

**Moisture Condensation Booklet**

Moisture condensation can cause structural damage within the walls of a house as well as paint peeling and other undesirable effects.

A helpful booklet is available that discusses the causes of moisture condensation and suggests some cures. Vapor barriers are discussed—they can either help solve the moisture problem or compound it.

This 8-page, illustrated booklet, "Moisture Condensation F6.2, Vol. 1, No.1" can be ordered for $25 each from: The University of Illinois Small Homes Council, 1 East St. Mary's Road, Champaign, 111. 61820.

A free single copy of "Moisture Condensation" will be sent upon request from: Season-All Industries, Dept. OHJ, Indiana, PA 15701.
In 1975, WHEN WE BOUGHT our 1830's threestorey Philadelphia row house, an obvious advantage was the potential of seven fireplaces. The operative word here is potential. The kitchen fireplace in the basement had the soil pipe running through it, and all the others--two on each floor--had been sealed with masonry and plaster. In addition, several of the chimneys had had holes punched in them at various heights to accommodate stove pipes, now long gone. (When the flue silted up around the pipe a hole had been made higher in the chimney wall. The stove pipe was then raised and plugged into it.) In many cases these holes had ruined the arch of the original hearth opening.

WE DECIDED TO OPEN four of the fireplaces—simply a matter of sledge and crowbars while the dumpster was still available. Three of the fire boxes proved to be of reasonable size. The fourth, on the third floor, could only be described as a faggot burner: 13 in. x 11 in. x 31 in. A fortuitous heirloom—a Franklin stove—got us around the problem of narrow width. We filled the holes in the brickwork, rebuilt the arch on the bedroom fireplace, which was not to be replastered, and laid quarry tiles left over from the bathrooms and kitchens in the hearth floors.

THERE ARE, however, safety considerations closely allied with reality. We knew that the flues were not obstructed and that they drew well—the burning paper test worked, and a good deal of demolition dust went up the chimneys of its own accord.

BUT WE WERE SURE THAT the walls of the flues were less than stable. Much of the mortar had decomposed, and there were chinks in the brickwork both above and below the roof. Clearly they were a fire hazard, and no longer impervious to strong winds. As it happened, our financial situation was in a similar state of disrepair, so hiring a masonry magician was out of the question. Likewise, we were reluctant to pay for a total of over a hundred feet of ready-made liner. We decided to make our own.

THE BASIC DESIGN was a sheet of iron tube to run from the throat of the fireplace to the top of the chimney. Where the flues were offset, the liner was to run from the point at which the offset stopped and the straight run began. Each tube was to have a sheet iron flange at the bottom. The liners were to be hung from the chimney by means of a 1/4 in. steel rod run through holes drilled in the liner, and set on top of the flue walls.

(Cont'd on page 102)
Fly-By-Night Contractors

To The Editor:

I HAVE SOME HARD-WON ADVICE for any of the OHJ readers who are hiring people to work on their houses: Investigate very carefully before making any commitments. So much renovation is going on here in Washington, for example, that fly-by-night operators are having a field day.

WE CONDUCTED AN INFORMAL SURVEY on our block and uncovered more than $5,000 in losses to unscrupulous workmen in a single year. Here are a few of the horror stories:

1. Pointing job—Homeowner accepted a quote of $1,500 and made down payment of $600. Workman took money and was never seen again.

2. Driveway—The owner was quoted a price of $1,000 for the job and made a down payment of $700. Seven yards of concrete were delivered to the site and poured...but not spread! At this point the contractor disappeared. It cost the owner $400 to have the concrete pile jackhammered apart...and $200 more to have the stuff hauled away. A licensed contractor was called in, and he charged $1,500 to do the driveway job correctly. But counting in the costs for the faulty job, the owner spent $2,800 for a driveway that should have cost only $1,500.

3. Roof—Owner quoted a price of $900 and made a down payment of $400. He never saw the workman again.

4. Painting job—Owner quoted a price of $200 and made a down payment of $50. He never saw the workman again.

IN THE FOUR CASES above, the owners did not ask to see a city license or permit; they took the workmen's word that they had one or that it was being applied for. They did not check with the consumer affairs office, did not ask for references, or go to see work that had been done before.

BASED ON THESE UNHAPPY EXPERIENCES, I would like to offer these suggestions for anyone hiring a workman for his or her house:

• Don't hire someone who wants 1/2 down so he can buy supplies—unless it is a long-established firm. There's a strong possibility you'll never see him again.

• Don't hire someone who doesn't have a city license.

• Don't hire someone you don't know by reputation.

• Don't hire someone whose past work you can't check on.

• Don't hire wino's.

Cat Odors: Is There An Answer?

To The Editor:

I RECENTLY PURCHASED an old house that is quite lovely in all respects save one: It had been owned previously by a "cat lady." The house is completely filled with cat odor!

AND IT'S NOT JUST in the floor boards. One of their favorite haunts was the plate rail in the dining room. The plaster and baseboard below the plate rail are soaked with "essence of cat."

HAVE ANY OF the other readers solved a similar problem successfully?

Don Wardell
Ypsilanti, Mich.

WE' D LIKE TO HEAR from any readers with first-hand experience with this problem. We'll publish the answers as a symposium-in-print.—Ed.
When a roof leaks, there may be more to the problem than holes in the roofing material. An old house I worked on recently illustrates the complexity of the problems that you'll sometimes face. I had been asked to put a new roof on a house that had a recurring leak in a first-floor family room. The leak showed up, the owner told me, only during the coldest periods of winter when a foot or more of snow is on the roof.

There was no question that the entire house needed a new roof. Its asphalt shingles were brittle and cracked, with much of the mineral surface worn off. It seemed clear that the leak in the first-floor room was due to ice damming. During the winter, when snow on the roof repeatedly thaws and freezes, it creates a build-up of ice along the eaves. Ice dams can grow to two ft. thick or more before a prolonged thaw melts them off.

Ice dams frequently cause roof leaks that don't show up during other parts of the year. As the ice builds up vertically, it also backs up the roof, creating a shape that looks like a pie-wedge in cross-section. The dam prevents subsequent melting from running off the eave. The water lies under and behind the dam, oozing its way through the roofing material into the house.

Leakage from an ice dam may appear on the walls and ceilings inside, as well as underneath the exterior siding. In severe cases, water that penetrates from a second floor eave can go all the way to the cellar.

For Ice Dams - An Ice Edge

For relative durability and economy, the owner and I agreed that a good choice for the new roof would be 290-lb. asphalt shingles, combined with an ice edge made of galvanized sheet metal. The shingles are guaranteed for 25 years—but would probably have a life expectancy less than that in the weather extremes of central New York.

The metal ice edge is a proven way to combat ice dam leakage. However, installation has to be done properly to give adequate protection. A half-way job is never sufficient. To merely shove roll aluminum under existing shingles is hardly worth the effort, because most ice dams will extend up the roof beyond the make-shift metal edge.

To make a proper ice edge, galvanized steel was selected for this job because it is nearly as inexpensive as aluminum, but it is considerably more puncture-proof, and does not expand and contract as much. One drawback is that galvanized metal needs to be painted. The zinc coating will resist rusting for several years, but eventually it will weather through.

To paint galvanized steel, I first wash it with a solvent (such as paint thinner or mineral spirits) to remove any oil from the mill. Then I etch it with a zinc primer and give it two coats of exterior paint.

Galvanized steel is available in 4 ft. x 8 ft. sheets that permit a 3-ft. exposure of the metal with a 1-ft. overlap of shingles—which is adequate protection from ice damming in all but the most severe conditions. (On more steeply pitched roofs, less exposure is needed and 3 ft. x 8 ft. sheets can...
Metal Ice Edge Prevents Leakage from Ice Dams

A metal ice edge defeats ice damming by preventing the penetration of water from a melting ice dam. Metal roof edge is a key element in stopping water from entering the attic, thus preventing the formation of ice dams.

Finding The REAL Problem

For the first time, I made a thorough inspection of the underside of the roof. There had seemed no need to do this before, since it had seemed obvious that it was an ice damming problem. The roof involved is on a shed-type structure, extending about 20 ft. off the rear of the house. Above the first floor in the shed section is a small, unheated attic, tapering from about 4 ft. high where the shed meets the main house to nothing where the rafters meet the plate.

There is tongue-and-groove flooring in the attic, which played a critical role in this drama. Several years ago, when the owner decided to insulate the attic he didn't want to remove the floor boards to put insulation between the floor joists. Instead, he stapled foil-backed fiberglass insulation batts between the roof rafters. This, he supposed, would accomplish his purpose of keeping heat from escaping the house too quickly. He also thought that some heat retained in the attic would make it more usable for storage.

Detective Work

After several inspections and serious head-scratching, I realized that the insulation might be at the root of the problem. The insulation between the rafters did not keep the warm air from reaching the underside of the roof, but only served to hold it there. Taking down some of the fiberglass, I found the roof boards covered with droplets of water. Some of the boards were sodden and on the verge of rot.

On colder days, frost formed in the place of water. The frost would build up until the weather turned warm. Then the melted water would trickle down the slope of the roof until it hit the plate. From there, it would soak through to the ceiling of the room below.

To try to solve the problem, the owner has installed insulation—with a vapor barrier—between the attic floor joists. This hopefully will drastically reduce the flow of moist air to the attic. I also put three vents in the roof to create air circulation to draw off residual moisture. There was no way to install...
soffit venting because there are no rafter tails; the cornice is built entirely below the plate level.

I HAVE SUGGESTED that the owner remove the insulation between the rafters, to allow air to circulate freely under the roof boards. But he is reluctant to see his past effort and expense go to waste.

**Patching Metal Gutters**

**LD METAL GUTTERS** are going to require repair from time to time. And this is one type of repair that should not be delayed—because leaky gutters can cause disastrous damage in an old building.

Metal gutters can range from modern aluminum ones or galvanized steel through the more classic materials like copper, terne metal or lead-coated copper.

WHEN CONFRONTED BY a deteriorated gutter, the first decision is the "repair or replace" choice. Every building material has a finite life span and must be replaced at some point. If you have a metal gutter that is deteriorated at many points, you're probably better off replacing the entire system. Conversely, if there are just a few bad spots, with judicious mending you may be able to get an extra 10-15 years of service from the existing gutter.

**Expansion/Contraction**

METAL GUTTERS expand and contract with changes in temperature. Thus any gutter system with soldered joints is under continual stress—and the joints are likely to open. Soldered gutters should be inspected annually, and any broken joints resoldered. This kind of soldering is beyond the capabilities of most do-it-yourselfers.

WHERE HOLES EXIST, you can patch a couple of ways. We don't recommend epoxy-fiberglass patches because these create a rigid bond that expands at a different rate than the metal. Thus they could work loose.

PATCHES CAN BE MADE WITH METAL—but be sure to use the same metal as the gutter is made from. This will avoid corrosion by galvanic action between dissimilar metals. One type of patch that can be made on metals that can be soldered (e.g., copper) is shown in the sketch. Clean metal well with steel wool, then solder patch on the uphill side of the break. Seal the patch on the downhill side with a high-quality silicone caulk. (See sketch.) Having one free-floating end allows patch to expand as needed.

ANOTHER WAY to patch with metal is to cut a metal patch of appropriate size, and then hold it in place only with silicone caulk. This avoids the need for a soldered joint. You clean the gutter well, apply a liberal amount of caulk on the gutter, then bed the patch firmly in the caulk...paying special attention to the seal at both ends of the patch. Although silicone caulk should have a useful life of 10 or more years, this kind of patch requires careful monitoring through annual maintenance check-ups.

IT IS ALSO POSSIBLE to make a less durable patch with flashing cement and a fabric material such as burlap, roofing membrane or building paper. There's always a chance that a black roofing compound or flashing cement will contain acidic materials that will attack the metal. So protect the gutter with a good-quality metal primer (such as Rust-Oleum).

THE STEPS in making this type of patch would be: (1) Clean gutter thoroughly; (2) Paint with a metal primer; (3) Apply coating of flashing cement or roofing compound; (4) Imbed fabric in the cement; (5) Cover patch with another coat of flashing cement.

AVOID COATING THE ENTIRE metal gutter with a coating such as roofing cement. If any water does get under such a coating, it will be held in contact with the metal indefinitely.

**Need For Maintenance**

REQUENT INSPECTIONS and cleaning of metal gutters are imperative. In addition to spotting troublesome leaks, inspections allow you to see whether any organic debris is building up in the gutters. Besides impeding water flow and causing ice damming, such debris tends to hold moisture. The moisture will react with any acidic elements in the debris or in the pollutants from the air to create acid that will hasten the destruction of the gutter material.

GALVANIZED METAL should be kept painted. If it is bare or rusted, prime with a metal primer (one made for galvanized steel), followed by a top coat of any exterior enamel—preferably one made by the same company that made the primer.
Once the liners were installed, we would pour concrete around them to give stability. In addition, we decided to attach guides to the inside of the liners for rods to operate dampers we intended to install at the chimney tops. (None of the chimneys had existing dampers.)

THE MATERIALS NEEDED FOR THE LINER job were 4 ft. x 7 ft. sheets of 20 gauge galvanized sheet iron, short pop rivets and a pop riveter, shears or tin snips, a drill, concrete, 1/4 in. steel rod, and two people.

FOR OPENINGS 13 in. square we wanted a liner diameter of roughly 12 in. The standard size sheet iron available was 4 ft. x 7 ft., so the first step was to trim 7-1/2 in. off the width of the sheets so they would, when rolled with a 3 in. overlap at the joint, have the proper diameter. We also had to trim the length of several sheets because the flue heights were not convenient 7 ft. multiples. The long narrow leftovers were used to make guides for the damper rods and collars for rolling the sheet iron. Larger pieces were saved to make flanges for the bottom of the liners.

BEFORE THE SHEET IRON WAS ROLLED we cut 4 in. strips off the 7-1/2 in. x 7 ft. leftovers, bent them to make a flange at each end, and riveted them down the center of the large piece of sheet iron. (Although we used pop rivets, short metal screws, stove bolts, or solder may be preferred by others.) We installed four guides on each 7 ft. section, fewer on shorter sections, and, of course, were careful to line them up.

Rolling The Sheet Iron

ACTUALLY ROLLING THE SHEET IRON can be a trial; the sturdy gauge we thought necessary is quite stiff. To ease the process we cut the 7-1/2 in. leftovers into two pieces and riveted them to make collars of the proper circumference. These were then slid around the liner sheet as it was rolled, guiding it to the necessary dimension, and holding it so that riveting would be easier. (This is where two people are necessary—one at each end of the liner to insure that it rolls and does not bend.) With the liner rolled (damper guides are on the inside) and held by the collars, the two edges were riveted at the overlap.

THIS PROCESS WAS REPEATED until we had enough sections of liner to run the height of the flue. In the section which was to be at the top, we drilled two 1/4 in. holes to accommodate the steel rod which would hold the liner in place once it was installed.

THE NEXT STEP WAS to put a flange on the bottom section. The purpose of the flange is two-fold: To prevent smoke from getting between the liner and the flue wall, and to serve as a stop for the concrete when it is poured around the liner. In actual practice it will never be totally effective because of the impossibility of installing a flange which fits perfectly, will go down the chimney easily, and is secured to the liner. However, it does the job reasonably well.

Making A Flange

FOR THE FLANGE we cut a piece of sheet iron slightly less than 13 in. square (the size of the flue), and then, using the bottom liner section as a guide, marked and cut a hole in the center corresponding to the size of the liner. We then checked it for size, and to make sure it would slide down inside the flue. (We were lucky—there were no bricks protruding from the flue wall.) The flange and liner were then attached by a tab connection. (Tabs of approximately 1 in. square are cut in the end of the liner, and every other one is bent back at right angles. The flange is then slid on, and all tabs are hammered down against the flange.)

THE FINAL STEP in fabrication was to join the sections to make the necessary length. This was done by sliding one section about 2 in. down inside the next (making sure the damper rod guides line up) and riveting at the overlap. In most cases we made lengths of no more than 14 ft. while still on the ground. Longer lengths were made up of 14 ft. sections once they were on the roof. In fact, some riveting had to be done with one section already in the flue, and the next one set above it, since
one of could hold the top end high enough to make the liner perpendicular. This part of the installation required at least two people (one to keep the lower section from slipping down the flue, and one to rivet) and some choice vocabulary. Once the liner was in the flue, we put a piece of 1/4 in. steel rod through the holes previously drilled in the liner, and rested the ends of the rod on the top of the flue walls.

The author's 1830's row house in Philadelphia.

The Concrete Proposal

HAVING LINED ALL FOUR working flues in this fashion, the temptation to consider the job finished was overwhelming. Like all other old house owners, the dream of being "finished" is constantly with us, floating in the evanescent future. For the present, finding a cheap source of concrete was the next task.

FILLING IN THE SPACE BETWEEN THE LINER and the flue wall, as it turned out, took unimaginable amounts of concrete, time and brawn. We estimate that 80 lbs. of concrete were required per foot to fill the 1 in. space between flue wall and liner.

All of it had to be hoisted up three storeys and poured down the chimney. We ended up buying stone and sand in bulk delivered to the back yard, renting a small electric cement mixer, and enlisting the help of the next door neighbor who shares the chimneys. Thus, cost and effort were divided. Gloves and block and tackle were essential, and hot baths taken in conjunction with the most favored relaxant/pain killer (whether Ben Gay, gin, or both) were required.

It may be that all flue walls do not need to be completely filled with concrete, depending on the extent of decay. Some of ours were in pretty bad shape and needed the added stability. We also wanted to insure that the smoke went up the liner and was prevented from finding chinks in other flues. Finally, galvanized sheet iron will eventually decompose; a solid wall of concrete around it provides security when that happens.

The happy ending is that we now have four fireplaces that draw splendidly, and do not leak smoke. They do not leak water and heat, and our next job is to install damper caps—about which, and on completion, we will provide a full report for these pages.

Trina Vaux is a Philadelphia-based preservation consultant who has also had experience in public radio and arts management. She is a co-author of The Cape May Handbook and has participated in historic architectural surveys in New Jersey and Pennsylvania. While lecturing and giving courses and workshops on preservation, she and her husband, Hugh J. McCauley, AIA, are constantly in search of time to finish renovations on their own old house.
By Carolyn Flaherty

SAND PAINT is an unusual paint finish that was common in both the 18th and 19th centuries. By dusting sand onto the paint after it was applied and still wet, painted wood was made to resemble stone. Sand was most often blown onto the paint with a hand bellows.

**Historic Use**

SAND PAINT IS still found today on many historic homes. Mount Vernon is the most widely known. It was George Washington himself who has left the best record of why and how sand paint was used. The following is an excerpt from "Writings of Washington" and is his instructions to his building supervisor in Washington City.

Sanding is designed to answer two purposes, durability, and presentation of Stone; for the latter purpose, and in my opinion a desirable one: it is the last operation, by dashing, as long as will stick, the Sand upon a coat of thick paint. This is the mode I pursued with the painting at this place, and wish to have pursued at my houses in the City. To this, I must add, that as it is rare to meet with Sand perfectly white, and clean: all my Houses have been Sanded with the softest free stone, pounded and sifted: the fine dust must be separated from the Sand by a gentle breeze, and the sifter must be of the fineness the sand is required and it is my wish to have those in the City done in the same way. If the stone cannot be thus prepared in the City, be so good as to inform me, and it shall be done here and sent up. It must be dashed hard on, and long as any space appears bare.

IN A 1950 restoration of Carpenters' Hall in Philadelphia, the exterior trim was found to have a bottom layer of sanded paint. It was a putty color mixed with a light-colored sand. Carpenters' Hall was built in 1770-1774 of stone and wood and both materials were sand painted. It is believed that stone color finishes were popular in Early America because they imitated British Georgian stone architecture.

East gable of Lyndhurst, the Gothic Revival mansion in Tarrytown, N.Y., has its wooden finial, crockets and mouldings sand painted to resemble stone. (Photo courtesy of The National Trust for Historic Preservation.)
the practice of sand painting? Well, Downing made an exception because he so disliked the appearance of stone and wood in the same structure. The following is his rationalization taken from his influential book, "The Architecture of Country Houses" published in 1850:

Perhaps an exception may be allowed in the case of wooden verandas, and such light additions to buildings of solid materials as we often see in this country, in districts where the stone is so hard as to be costly when wrought into small parts, so that wood is often used, but is so painted and sanded as to harmonize with the stone. In this case, we say, the apparent untruthfulness is permissible, for the sake of a principle almost equally important--unity of effect; for nothing is more offensive to the eye than an avowed union of wood and stone in the same building. But of course, this is a sacrifice to expediency; and the more truthful treatment, viz. making all portions of one material, is the only satisfactory one.

SO WITH THIS DISPENSATION and implied approval, many houses in the Italianate, Gothic, and English rural style had their verandas, window frames, door frames and sometimes doors and brackets sand painted to imitate stone. DOE THERE IS A GREAT DEAL of written evidence that the cast iron railings of brownstones had been sand painted to imitate the brown stone of the building. This all-over stone brown look is probably what caused novelist Edith Wharton to refer the Manhattan rowhouses of her time as rows of "chocolate mousse."

Using Sand Paint Today

BEFORE YOU CONTEMPLATE using sand paint there is one important fact to consider—it is almost impossible to remove. In fact, one of its biggest advantages is durability. In the brownstone neighborhood where The Journal's office is located I was able to find many examples of sand paint. It was on cast iron railings that had fallen into a sad state of disrepair and obviously hadn't been painted in 100 years. But the sand paint was clinging to the iron—still giving an amazing illusion of stone.

THE NEXT CONSIDERATION is: Where are the appropriate areas of the house to use sand paint? I think A. J. Downing's mid-19th century advice is a good starting point. Any place where wood is used in conjunction with stone is an area to consider.

FOR INSTANCE, on any brick or stone house there are many architectural elements that could be sand painted:

- WINDOW AND DOOR FRAMES--Brick houses often had grey or tan stone-colored sand paint on window frames, and any light-colored stone house benefits from having window or door frames painted in a matching stone color.
- VERANDAS--Any veranda, small porch or portico can be sand painted.
- DECORATIVE TRIM--Crockets, corbels, finials, brackets and any decoration on the stone house could be painted in a matching stone color.
- RAILINGS--Balustrades on small balconies, roofs, or stoop railings are good candidates for sanding.

How To Create A Sanded Finish

THERE ARE TWO BASIC WAYS to apply sand paint. The first is to mix the sand in with the paint. This a method used years ago and ready-made sand paint was sold (as shown in the color card described in the above box). Ready-mixed sand paint is sold today for interior use. Although many professional painters use this method it is not the preferred one. Paint mixed with sand is very difficult to apply and the finish does not give the same illusion of stone as happens when the sand is blown on.

THE PREFERRED METHOD is blowing sand onto wet paint. This can be done with an old-fashioned hand bellows or with a modern "glitter gun." A glitter gun is sold for the purpose of spraying colored chips onto a textured ceiling or exterior surface—for reasons better left unexplored. But they also make terrific tools for spraying sand. (See box on next page.)
Getting A Glitter Gun

GLITTER GUNS can be purchased from the Goldblatt Tool Company. There is a hand powered model that requires no compressor to operate. It works by cranking a handle which dispenses the sand and sells for $31.65.

THERE IS ALSO a larger deluxe model which sells for $58.50 and needs a compressor to operate (compressors can be rented). It is recommended for heavy duty work when covering whole buildings.

THE HOMEOWNER who is only painting a part of the house—a railing, window frames, etc.—should find the hand model quite adequate.

TO GET a free copy of the Goldblatt catalog, write to: The Goldblatt Tool Company, Dept. OHJ, 511 Osage, Kansas City, Kansas 66110.

ONE CAUTION: If you do not plan to buy or borrow a glitter gun, I cannot promise that any bellows will do the job. Recorded information only tells us that a hand bellows was used but there is no evidence to the actual kind. It is possible that it was a type of tool that is no longer around.

BEFORE USING THE BELLOWS try the technique on a sample board. In fact, no matter what the method, it should be tried out on a sample board. A variety of finishes can be gotten with the glitter gun just by the way the tool is used. By testing it on a sample first, you can find out which is the best for your building.

The Sand

TWO FACTORS are important concerning the sand—texture and color. As most sand is either a gray or tan stone color it is not too much of a problem to obtain a sand that is similar to a stone house.

IT IS FAR MORE DIFFICULT to reproduce a sandstone or brownstone effect. They did it at the Morse-Libby mansion in Portland, Maine. For those who want to get serious about it and to use it in fairly large quantities, I recommend reading about it in the report published about the mansion. (Reviewed in the May 1978 OHJ.)

TO MATCH THE BROWNSTONE of the facade they had to use purple garnet sand, orange garnet sand, fine brown sand and other ingredients. A quick way to make a small amount of sand paint in a brownstone color is to use some old, deteriorated brownstone crushed up to the fineness of sand with a mortar and pestle.

RESTORATIONISTS have successfully used play sand (sold for sand boxes) which can be bought at the hardware store. It is sometimes too coarse. It can be poured through a framed screen (a window screen will do) to sift out the too-large particles. Building supply stores generally carry two or three grades of sand. Just by looking at the available varieties, one can probably be selected that is right for the job.

TO MATCH AN EXISTING SAND PAINT, you can dissolve a patch of it in paint remover (preferably water-soluble) and then wash off the paint remover. What is left is the sand that was used originally.

Applying The Finish

PROCEDURE FOR the application of sand paint is basically five steps:

1) SURFACE PREPARATION: The most important step in any paint job. (The June 1976 OHJ elaborates on surface preparation and an article in the December 1974 OHJ deals specifically with preparation of iron.)

2) PRIME with any good, appropriate primer.

3) PAINT with a good quality oil-based house paint. (We have no information on latex paint being used for this purpose—either pro or con—but oil-based paint has been traditionally used.) The paint color should approximate the desired stone color.

4) BLOW ON SAND: This must be done while the paint is still wet. If you hold the blower too close to the surface it will move the paint around. The proper distance away from the paint is something that should be worked out with the sample board.

5) REPEAT THE PAINTING AND BLOWING OPERATION: Although just one coat of sand can be used, two coats are infinitely better. It produces a more stone-like appearance and will be much more durable. NOTE: Let the first coat dry thoroughly before applying the second.
Refinishing Clinic

By John Zirkle, Harrisonburg, Va.

Painting Galvanized Metal

Q. People have told us that no paint will stick to galvanized metal surfaces. We recently had to replace the gutters and leaders of our Victorian house. The appearance of the galvanized metal is very objectionable to us. Now the man at our local paint store tells us that latex exterior house paint is a good primer for unrusted galvanized metal gutters and downspouts. Is this true?

A. Yes, it is true, although I cannot explain exactly why. Most good latex exterior paints applied to unrusted galvanized which has been cleaned of all oily residue makes a good primer as well finish coat. Be sure the oily coating which is on much new galvanized is removed by mineral spirits before painting the metal. Holdtite from Davis Paint Company of Kansas City is good as a galvanized metal primer as is SWP's A-100 Latex House Paint. A different type of primer, Gal-v-Grip from Derusto is also good for large galvanized metal surfaces, though it is slightly more expensive than the latex house paints. One more caution. The latex paints to which I refer all have a flat finish. The gloss and semi-gloss latexes may not be suitable for primers on galvanized metal.

Preserving An Unpainted Fence

Q. We bought a house built around 1900. The back yard is enclosed by a six ft. high old, unpainted, board fence. The fence blends in perfectly with the plantings in the yard, and we do not wish to paint it. It is in not too bad condition, but we would like to preserve it with some sort of non-glossy clear finish. It seems that all of the finishes that we have checked on cost an arm and a leg. Can you suggest anything else?

A. Linseed oil is one of the most economical clear finishes you could use. You might get a little more protection for the fence by adding a pint to a quart of spar varnish to every gallon of oil. This will cost you just a little more, but should be worth it. Since your surface is old and weathered, use raw linseed oil rather than boiled. Don't worry if you get some shiny spots because of the added varnish. These will disappear in a few weeks.

Correcting a Water Stain

Q. We have some outbuildings and fences we just want to whitewash. Can you give us any hints on making or applying whitewash?

A. I can reprint a formula that is over one hundred years old:

"Lime whitewash is made from lime well slaked. Dissolve two and a half pounds of alum in boiling water and add it to every pailful (2-1/4 gallons to 2-1/2 gallons) of whitewash. Lime whitewash should be used very thin (because of the laws of light reflection which I cannot explain, your wet whitewash will be much more transparent than the dry) and when it is sufficiently bound to the wall by means of the alum, two thin coats will cover the work better. Most whitewashers apply their wash too thick and do not mix a proportionate quantity of alum to bind it, consequently the operation of the brush rubs off the first coat in various parts and leaves an uneven surface..."

Some people I know use salt in preference to alum, but I can't vouch for this.

A Whitewash Formula

Q. The roof of my turn-of-the-century house leaked. Water came through and stained a bedroom ceiling. The plaster of the ceiling is still firm but there is a large yellow stain where the water had come through. I have repainted the ceiling twice with a good latex paint. The stain came back after each coat dried. How can I correct this?

A. The stain is water soluble. It begins to come through each time while the latex paint is still wet. You might correct this by using a solvent-thinned alkyd instead of a latex paint. Better yet, coat the stained area with a good coat of shellac as a primer and sealer. There are also commercial stain sealers available at paint stores. Many of these are simply pigmented shellacs.

John F. Zirkle is a retired housepainter and paperhanger. He began painting for his father when he was ten years old and later went into partnership with him in a paint contracting and retail paint and wallpaper business. Above are some of the questions he has answered in his many years of experience.
Metal Shingles

One of the more unusual roofing materials used in the late 19th and early 20th centuries was metal roofing shingles. Most often, these shingles were made from galvanized steel and were painted. Finding replacement metal shingles is quite difficult. There are only two sources in the U.S. that we've been able to find. And there are only a couple of patterns available.

Metal Shingles have several advantages for old houses: (1) Aesthetic appeal; (2) Long life; (3) Light weight; (4) Fire resistance; (5) They are cooler than asphalt shingles in the summer.

Shingles are available in such metals as: Galvanized steel, aluminum, terne, copper and Microzinc 70. The galvanized and terne shingles have to be painted—which can be an advantage if you are trying to match a roof color to the color scheme of the house.

Metal shingles could be considered where an asphalt shingle roof has to be replaced and you are looking for something with more of a period look. Metal shingles could also be used on a Mansard roof where it is too expensive to replace with slate.

Metal Shingles are somewhat more expensive than asphalt: Galvanized is about $70 per square; terne is $130 and copper is $400. In addition, it costs about $35 per square to install metal shingles. One problem with metal shingles is finding a roofer to install them; many of today's asphalt-oriented roofers don't want to bother.

The two suppliers of metal shingles are:

- CONKLIN Tin Plate & Metal Co., P.O. Box 2662, Atlanta, GA 30301. Tel. (404) 688-4510. Conklin currently makes only Diamond Pattern shingles, but also has old dies on hand (including a gothic pattern) and could produce a special run. Conklin sells mainly in the Southeast, but can ship to all points. Also makes galvanized gutters and accessories. Brochure on Diamond Pattern shingles available free.

- BERRIDGE Manufacturing Co., 1720 Maury, Houston, TX 77026. Tel. (713) 223-4971. They make several styles of metal shingles; their traditional pattern is called "Victorian Shake." It's made in Galvalume—an aluminum-zinc alloy on steel that lasts longer than standard hot-dipped galvanized. It weathers naturally to the color of dark zinc. Company also makes standing seam metal roofing in terne, copper, Galvalume, and prefinished metal. Catalog free.

New and Expanded!

1979 Catalog

- Directory of where to buy 7,282 items and services for the old house;
- 662 Companies listed;
- 203 of these sources are new—they didn't appear in the 1978 Catalog.

Single copies: $7.95; $4.95 to subscribers (Includes postage and handling)
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Helpful Publications

Return To The City

Richard Ernie Reed—author of "Return To The City"—travelied 10,000 miles across the U.S. to provide a graphic report on how preservation is faring in America's cities. His findings are upbeat without being Panglossian. From Portland, Maine, to Portland, Oregon, Reed shows how energetic and creative people are producing delightful living environments from buildings and neighborhoods that skeptics had given up as lost.

The book is not primarily a how-to-do-it manual, although there are helpful chapters on; Organization; Creating A Neighborhood Identity; Design Unity; Gaining Control Of Your Community; and The Problem Of Displacement.

Reed's research will prove invaluable to anyone trying to get a neighborhood preservation group organized. When the task seems hopeless, it's always reassuring to have proof that it can be done. "Return to the City" is available for $8.95 from: Sales Service Desk, Doubleday & Co., 550 Stewart Ave., Garden City, NY 11530.